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Executive Summary

The learning and development that children experience before they reach school age is critical to their future education, success, and contribution to society. This is a significant period in which the architecture of the brain is shaped by interactions with adults and the surrounding environment, laying a strong or weak foundation for future cognitive, language, social-emotional, and physical development. In 1996, under Governor George Allen’s leadership, the Commonwealth of Virginia established a state prekindergarten program—the Virginia Preschool Initiative (VPI) – to provide high quality early learning experiences to at-risk four-year-olds. However, despite bipartisan support and full funding, almost one-third of the children who could benefit from VPI are not served through this program.

Barriers reported by local leaders - difficulty or inability to meet the required local match; insufficient space in school facilities; challenges addressing teacher requirements in non-school settings; and small numbers of eligible children, which limits the cost-effectiveness of implementing VPI - can be addressed through innovative local collaborations which leverage all available resources.

The full guide – Virginia’s Preschool Puzzle - provides a framework for navigating this process, using the experiences of existing local programs to illustrate some challenges and opportunities that come with collaboration.

Steps to Guide Community Planning to Implement or Expand a VPI Program

Collaborative planning to establish or expand high quality preschool services using VPI funding may seem daunting, but local leaders say it is worth the effort to serve more children at-risk of school failure in the community. There are three essential steps:

Bringing Diverse Stakeholders Together

The importance of bringing together diverse stakeholders to best utilize local resources is a fundamental principle of VPI. According to the authorizing language in the 2012-2014 Biennial Budget as adopted by the 2013 General Assembly: “The proposal must demonstrate coordination with all parties necessary for the successful delivery of comprehensive services, including the schools, child care providers, local social services agency, Head Start, local health department, and other groups identified by the lead agency.”

Public-private partnerships like Smart Beginnings can play an important role in providing a table for discussions about promoting school readiness. The Virginia Early Childhood Foundation has supported the start of Smart Beginnings initiatives of local leaders across the state covering a footprint of 100 communities. Smart Beginnings teams are diverse, including (but not limited to) senior representatives from business, the school system, local government, the faith community, Head Start, child care, higher education institutions, health and mental health, family support, and early intervention.
Developing a Plan to Integrate and Leverage Local Programs to Provide High Quality, Comprehensive Preschool

According to the authorizing language in the 2012-2014 Biennial Budget as adopted by the 2013 General Assembly: “The lead agency shall be responsible for developing a local plan for the delivery of quality preschool services to at-risk children which demonstrates the coordination of resources and the combination of funding streams in an effort to serve the greatest number of at-risk four-year-old children.” Local planners will need to consider areas in which they have significant discretion, such as how to define “at-risk” and eligibility for preschool services, ensure that teachers are qualified, and determine the length of day and year of services. Other considerations include:

- Identifying local stakeholders that have the expertise, capacity, and/or space to provide required program components of VPI – including health and social services.
- Creating models that deliver high quality preschool with community child care partners that can also meet families’ needs for full-day, full-year care.
- Integrating with existing early childhood systems to enhance VPI delivery.
- Making the system coherent and accessible for families.

Financing: Models and Strategies

The VPI program is financed by a state-to-local match formula using a composite index that estimates local ability-to-pay. The estimated total cost per child used for state calculations is $6,000, set in FY 2008-2009 and not increased since then. Localities are expected to appropriate or designate public funding for the local cash match (75 percent). In-kind expenditures may make up the other 25 percent of the match requirement. Localities may not supplant current expenditures. According to the authorizing language in the 2012-2014 Biennial Budget as adopted by the 2013 General Assembly: “Local plans must provide clear methods of service coordination for the purpose of reducing the per child cost for the service, increasing the number of at-risk children served and/or extending services for the entire year.”

Developing these collaborative funding strategies - commonly known as braiding - takes time and dedication. Local planners will want to consider: What is the true cost of providing high quality preschool that meets VPI requirements and local goals for children and families? What are the pros and cons of using specific funding sources to pay for VPI?

Benefits from VPI Expansion Accrue to Virginia’s Children, Families, Schools, and Communities

Virginia children who participate in high quality preschool are more likely to be prepared for school, meet kindergarten literacy benchmarks, and have more success in later school years.

Families who utilize high quality preschool programs can grow in their own capacity to support their children’s learning and development, as well as access screenings, referrals, and services to benefit their children.

Schools can be more effective and efficient when children are better prepared. Participants in high quality preschool are less likely to need reading intervention services or to repeat grades in K-3rd.

Communities and the state can benefit from the long-term effects of high quality preschool, including higher rates of employment and earnings.
Conclusion: Strategies to Consider

Children, families, schools, and the Commonwealth will benefit when leaders come together at the community and state levels to ensure that all children at-risk of school failure have the opportunity to participate in high quality preschool. The following are some strategies that might address the common barriers localities may face:

Securing Local Match: Local match dollars can be raised through private donations to the county or city government and then appropriated as match for VPI. Another approach is to examine how locally appropriated dollars for a service that would benefit VPI children could be used. For example, Alexandria counts local funding for support services such as family support workers (social workers) on site at participating centers and has counted Al’s Pals training for VPI preschool teachers regarding social-emotional development of young children toward local match requirements.

Identifying Additional Space: If public schools lack the space, existing centers or Head Start providers may be able to serve at-risk four year olds or have empty spots in their programs that VPI funding could be used to purchase. Depending on the number of children to be served, VPI funds could be used to establish a whole classroom or a smaller number of spots within an existing classroom. Multiple funding sources may be needed to ensure that the services meet or exceed VPI standards.

Finding High Quality Child Care Providers with which to Partner: In order to consider partnering with child care providers to serve children through VPI, it is essential that providers meet VPI requirements. Several initiatives in the state provide information on quality indicators that can be used to help make these decisions. National data indicate that 12 percent of child care centers are NAEYC accredited in Virginia. The Virginia Star Quality Initiative (VSQI) has rated over 370 programs across the state, including 112 with 4 or 5 stars.

Currently, Star Ratings give information about the quality of teacher-child interactions and learning environment as well as teacher qualifications. Programs recognized by VSQI with a rating have access to mentorship, professional development, and other quality improvement activities, and are eligible to be re-evaluated every two years to assess program improvement.

Supporting Professional Development: Virginia’s leaders have the opportunity to thoughtfully consider and support professional competencies that best promote school readiness in young children. Ultimately, leaders must agree on the goal of increasing access to high quality preschool for young children, and work together to ensure that services are provided by adults with the specialized training needed to support at-risk children’s learning and development.

Considering Policy Change: VPI is a proven program improving outcomes for at-risk children. For years running, more resources have been allocated than are utilized because of barriers at the local level. Many communities and school divisions would benefit from refined legislative and state agency policies that achieve a balance between maintaining program excellence and easing access for children in communities across the Commonwealth.
Introduction

In 1996, under Governor George Allen’s leadership, the Commonwealth of Virginia established a state prekindergarten program— the Virginia Preschool Initiative (VPI) – to provide high quality early learning experiences for at-risk four-year-olds. Since then, Virginia’s leaders have provided bipartisan support to VPI, which is now fully-funded to reach all four-year-old children who are at risk of school failure but currently unserved by the federal Head Start program. Still, almost one-third of the children who could benefit from VPI - approximately 6,825 eligible children out of the total funded number of 23,443 in 2012-2013 - are not served through this program. Thirteen divisions eligible for VPI do not participate, and 45 percent of participating divisions don’t use all the available state funds. Local leaders report three main barriers to full implementation: difficulty or inability to meet the required local match; insufficient space in school facilities; and small numbers of eligible children, which limits the cost-effectiveness of implementing VPI. A one-year state pilot to explore local collaborations demonstrated that divisions can integrate services from a mix of early childhood providers and funding streams to expand access to high quality services for disadvantaged children. Collaborative planning to establish or expand high quality preschool services using VPI funding may seem daunting, but local leaders say it is worth the effort to serve more children at-risk of school failure in the community. There are three essential steps:

- Bringing diverse stakeholders together.
- Developing a plan to integrate and leverage local programs to provide high quality, comprehensive preschool.
- Financing the full cost of high quality preschool.

This guide provides a framework for navigating this process, using the experiences of existing local programs in Virginia to illustrate some challenges and opportunities that come with collaboration.

Benefits from VPI Expansion Accrue to Virginia’s Children, Families, Schools, and Communities

The learning and development that children experience before they reach school age is critical to their future education, success, and contribution to society. This is a critical period in which the architecture of the brain is shaped by interactions with adults and the surrounding environment, laying a strong or weak foundation for future cognitive, language, social-emotional, and physical development. As Nobel-prize-winning economist James Heckman says, “Learning begets learning; skills beget skills.”
The Virginia Preschool Initiative

Purpose: to provide quality preschool programs for at-risk four-year-olds who are not served by Head Start programs.

Started: by the General Assembly and first funded in FY 1996.

State Funding: determined for each locality by a formula that takes into account all at-risk four-year-olds minus those currently served by Head Start. The actual total state share expended in FY 2012 was $62.8 million.

Children Served: 16,618 out of 23,443 eligible children served in 2012-2013 program year.

Program Components: quality preschool; partnerships with parents; health screening, referrals, and follow up; links to social services; and transportation.

Teacher-to-Child Ratio: 1 to 9 or 2 to 18 with one teacher and one full time aide. Class size may not exceed 18.

Program Sites: may be schools, community-based organizations, or child care centers.

Number of Participating Divisions: 114 out of 127 eligible.

State-Set Rate Per Child: $6,000 for full school day (total state and local share per child).

Required Local Match: up to 50 percent of the per child payment based on a composite index of local ability to pay.

Virginia children who participate in high quality preschool are more likely to be prepared for kindergarten.

Research has shown that children entering kindergarten without prior experience in formal child care and early education programs score lower on assessments of reading, mathematics, and fine motor skills than those who have such experience. The General Assembly’s Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC) reviewed VPI in 2007 and found a strong positive association between VPI participation and higher literacy test scores in the spring of the preschool year and fall of the kindergarten year. University of Virginia researchers found that attendance at a VPI-funded program was beneficially associated with a lower likelihood of repeating kindergarten and improved probabilities of meeting or exceeding minimum literacy competencies. Recent research conducted for the Virginia Early Childhood Foundation by a graduate student at the Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy, University of Virginia suggested that school divisions serving relatively higher proportions of eligible four-year-olds in VPI have lower rates of children identified as not ready for kindergarten according to their PALS scores.
Children from disadvantaged backgrounds who were able to participate in high quality preschool face less of an “achievement gap” and have more success in their later school years. Results from city (e.g. Chicago Public Schools) and state preschool initiatives (e.g. New Jersey) that have been taken to scale also document long-lasting impacts. For example, follow up on graduates of the New Jersey Abbott preschool initiative for the 31 poorest school divisions in the state showed that participation in the four-year-old program year reduced the achievement gap by 10-20 percent between minority and white children as measured by fourth and fifth grade assessments of language arts and literacy, math, and science skills. An overarching analysis of multiple rigorous studies of early education programs showed continued positive impacts on measures of social-emotional development and educational success, such as reductions in grade retention and increased high school graduation rates. A review of data for Virginia’s children in 2007 found that economically disadvantaged children who had experienced some public preschool – including VPI - prior to school entry had higher average scores on the Standards of Learning exams in third grade than similarly at-risk children who had not participated in public preschool programs.

Families who utilize high quality preschool programs can grow in their own capacity to support their children’s learning and development, as well as access screenings, referrals, and services to benefit their children. Parents are children’s first and most important teachers; neuroscientists have documented the strong role that parent and primary caregiver relationships play in promoting healthy brain development from an early age. Parent partnerships play an important role in VPI; programs are required to involve parents in programs, communicate regularly, and provide information on child development. Further, VPI programs provide health and developmental screenings for children and assist parents with referrals and accessing services when problems are identified. Children in low-income families are more likely to have compromised health and development, but nationally, fewer than half of children under age 18 who have a developmental disability or behavioral issue are identified before entering school.

School divisions may lower the rates of children in special education or repeating a grade by expanding access to preschool. Evaluations of state preschool programs have found reduced rates of special education and grade retention for cohorts of children who participate in state preschool programs compared to those who do not. This in turn can reduce education costs in a division. In Virginia, current annual costs for grade repetition in K-3rd grade approach $80 million. Assessment of children using the Phonological Awareness Literacy Screening (PALS) found that VPI graduates had lower rates of need for intervention (8 percent) compared to other children entering kindergarten who did not participate in any formal early learning programs before school entry (27 percent) and the statewide average (12 percent). (See chart next page.) When surveyed, over 70 percent of participating Virginia kindergarten teachers felt that having experienced VPI meant their students were “very well prepared” for school.
Communities and the state can benefit from the long-term effects of high quality preschool, including higher rates of employment and earnings. Participation in high quality preschool at age four could lead to an increase of future earnings of 6-10 percent for very low-income children, according to Tim Bartik, a senior economist at the Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Economists at the Federal Reserve Bank of Minnesota found that an initial investment in a high-quality preschool program and enriched education through third grade yields a 16 percent return rate, with 80 percent of the benefits accruing to society at large, not just the individual participant. For example, the estimated life-time tangible cost of a child not completing high school is $250,000. As stated above, participation in high quality preschool is associated with higher rates of graduation.

Over 70 percent of participating Virginia kindergarten teachers felt that having experienced VPI meant their students were “very well prepared” for school.
According to the 2013-2014 Application Guidelines for VPI the key required program components are:

A quality preschool education, which includes:

- A curriculum aligned with the *Foundation Blocks for Early Learning* and designed to address the learning needs of young children;
- A group size limit of 18 and a child/staff ratio of 9:1;
- A minimum of half day for the entire school year;
- Qualified staff; and
- Assessment procedures.

Partnerships with parents shown by:

- Their inclusion in program planning and program activities to the extent possible;
- The planning for regular, frequent communication with individual parents and parents as a group; and
- The availability of resource materials to them on topics such as parent-child relationships or child behavior.

Health services for participating children required at the time of entry or during the program year include:

- Full immunizations;
- Vision, hearing, and dental screenings;
- Complete physical health evaluations;
- Periodic check-ups; and
- Eyeglasses, hearing aids, or other assistive devices when necessary.

Social services for the program year for families of participating children include the identification of services available from sources other than government that may be utilized to support families.

Transportation services are provided for every child to and from the program and as required to access necessary support services.

Funding is distributed by the Department of Education to localities (through the chief administrator of the local government agency or school division) to:

1. Establish or expand quality, comprehensive preschool programs in public schools or community sites;
2. Purchase quality preschool education programs and services for at-risk four-year-old children from existing providers;
3. Expand existing quality programs to serve more children; and
4. Upgrade existing programs to meet criteria for comprehensive, quality preschool programs to include new, unserved children.

"VPI graduates had lower rates of need for intervention (8 percent) compared to the statewide average (12 percent)."
Local divisions also have some discretion with regard to how they use VPI funding, including:

- Defining local criteria for eligibility;
- Deciding whether to offer full- or half-school day preschool;
- Selecting curriculum, as long as it is aligned with the *Foundation Blocks for Early Learning* (which are currently being revised by the Department of Education);
- Ensuring specific teacher qualifications;
- Determining how families can access the system and where services are delivered.

**Findings from the Virginia Preschool Pilot Initiative**

In 2007-2008, 10 Virginia localities engaged in a one-year pilot to examine the feasibility of offering state-funded prekindergarten using diverse delivery systems. Local collaborations had the flexibility to administer VPI by or through local school readiness collaboratives rather than solely by a school division. They were encouraged to braid funding streams to reach more children or provide more wrap-around and support services and to partner with community-based, private preschools.

A team from Virginia Tech completed an evaluation of the pilot. Effective local collaborations were observed to have:

- The appropriate members involved in the process;
- An effective decision-making process in place;
- Adequately defined roles;
- Quality leadership;
- Well-established goals;
- High levels of member commitment;
- Effective communication processes; and
- Requisite stock of social capital, e.g. mutual trust and shared vision

Localities increased the number of eligible children served by 10 percent. In particular, these models often allowed children to participate in preschool at a program that also served their parents’ need for full-day, full-year care in order to work. Other findings included:

- Participation appeared to benefit students’ pre-literacy and pre-numeracy skills.
- Local leaders viewed collaboration positively and thought it helped them to provide quality improvements and resources to programs. According to John Freeman of the Department of Social Services in Albemarle County: “The pilot brought the schools and social services together and encouraged us to innovate and overcome institutional barriers. We have encouraged shared responsibility for school readiness across the schools and the community partners.”

Conversations with local leaders who have experienced success in implementing a VPI program suggest three essential steps:

- Bringing diverse stakeholders together.
- Developing a plan to integrate and leverage local programs to provide high quality, comprehensive preschool.
- Financing the full cost of high quality preschool.

This section provides an overview of common challenges and ways they may be overcome in local communities and ways some communities have chosen to address them.

**Bringing Diverse Stakeholders Together**

The importance of bringing together diverse stakeholders to best utilize local resources is a fundamental principle of VPI. Every year, 129 Virginia jurisdictions have the opportunity to submit a plan to use VPI funding to the Virginia Department of Education through the chief administrator. The chief administrator, in conjunction with the school superintendent, is responsible for identifying a lead agency, and services may be provided by schools and/or community based organizations. According to the authorizing language in the 2012-2014 Biennial Budget as adopted by the 2013 General Assembly: “The proposal must demonstrate coordination with all parties necessary for the successful delivery of comprehensive services, including the schools, child care providers, local social services agency, Head Start, local health department, and other groups identified by the lead agency.” All but four VPI programs are operated by school systems. The exceptions are Albemarle, Fairfax, Fauquier, and Richmond Counties.

Public-private partnerships like Smart Beginnings can play an important role in providing a table for discussions about promoting school readiness. The Virginia Early Childhood Foundation has supported the start of Smart Beginnings initiatives of local leaders across the state covering a footprint of 100 communities. Smart Beginnings teams are diverse, including (but not limited to) senior representatives from business, the school system, local government, the faith community, Head Start, child care, higher education institutions, health and mental health, family support, and early intervention. These teams can facilitate reaching the most vulnerable parents and families through diverse channels of communication, identifying and forming partnerships with private providers, integrating Head Start with Virginia Preschool Initiative programs, securing and sustaining transportation, wraparound services, physical, mental, and dental health services, and other needed supports in VPI programs.
Coordinating across early childhood systems and services can result in more effective use of local resources to benefit children and families. For example, sharing information on how many four-year-olds are currently in different early care and education settings (centers, family child care, Head Start, schools, and other settings) in the community and whether/how different service systems reach them or their parents can inform how a community plans for recruitment and intake. Departments of Local health agencies can inform the requirements to provide vision, hearing, and dental screening. Head Start agencies have long histories of developing partnerships with parents of low-income children, and access to federally-sponsored research and resources on best practices in this area.

Local leaders interviewed for this guide say that communication and relationship-building are critical to success, and urge others to take the time for these steps. Before divisions can plan for effective use of resources, stakeholders will need to become more familiar with each other, e.g. missions, services provided, focus populations, and funding sources and requirements. Each stakeholder must come to the table with an open mind about what might work to maximize local resources. Leaders may need to let go of preconceived notions to build trust and brainstorm new solutions together. Most likely all stakeholders believe in the goal of increasing access to high quality preschool for at-risk children, but they may have different ideas about how to achieve that goal. Common steps in facilitating a planning group are:

1. Discuss and agree upon a set of principles for the community’s early childhood network. With this clear vision in place, the work of the leaders will be more focused.
2. Conduct (or refer to a recently developed) environmental scan of the resources and services currently available, as well as an assessment of need, gaps, and barriers specific to the community.
3. Establish a working understanding of the standards, requirements, eligibility, financing, and other key aspects of each program and sector at the table.

For a more detailed discussion of process, see Appendix One.

Collaborative Planning Teams May Include:

- The local chief administrator;
- School superintendent;
- Head Start;
- Local or regional health department representative;
- Child care providers;
- Local social services agency;
- Early intervention and special education representatives;
- Child care resource and referral agencies;
- Early childhood technical assistance providers, including Star Quality Rating System coordinators or regional hubs;
- Providers of professional development for early childhood practitioners;
- Two- and four-year colleges and universities that offer courses in relevant fields, including early childhood and special education, or that have on-campus child care centers;
- United Ways;
- Libraries;
- Family literacy providers;
- Parents;
- Agencies serving homeless families;
- Local immigrant or refugee associations or services;
- Military family services;
- Community and business leaders.
Developing a Plan to Integrate and Leverage Local Programs to Provide High Quality, Comprehensive Preschool

In any collaboration of diverse stakeholders it can be difficult to make the leap from brainstorming to commitment to sharing responsibility for provision of a program. The Department of Education offers “technical assistance for the administration of this grant program to provide assistance to localities in developing a comprehensive, coordinated, quality preschool program for serving at-risk four-year-old children.” According to the authorizing language in the 2012-2014 Biennial Budget as adopted by the 2013 General Assembly: “The lead agency shall be responsible for developing a local plan for the delivery of quality preschool services to at-risk children which demonstrates the coordination of resources and the combination of funding streams in an effort to serve the greatest number of at-risk four-year-old children.”

Stakeholders have the opportunity to discuss the details, for example: Review decisions left to local discretion in VPI program design (see list top of page 10) and determine what will work for your community. Early childhood programs have different rules that can shape thinking about key decision points. For example:

“At-risk” eligibility and priority: Public schools are available to all children in a community, but may wish to focus preschool resources on populations identified as entering kindergarten least ready for school based on their local data. VPI allocation determinations at the state level are made based on a formula that acknowledges free lunch eligibility, yet local school divisions are allowed flexibility in determining risk criteria for eligibility for VPI services. (For some examples of divisions’ lists of risk criteria, see Appendix Two) Federal Head Start grantees follow federal eligibility rules, which allow them to serve children under the Federal Poverty Level, with provisions to extend eligibility to 130 percent of poverty for up to 35 percent of children served if they can show those under FPL are fully served. Children who are homeless, who receive Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), or who have a disability also qualify. To qualify for child care assistance in Virginia, children and families must be income eligible and working or participating in an education or training program leading to employment; be a TANF recipient who is working; be a VIEW (Virginia Initiative for Employment not Welfare) participant or be a family with a Head Start child whose parent is working or participating in an approved education or training program. Beyond thinking about priority populations, these program eligibility differences come into play when determining which program’s funding can touch which child (see Funding section below).

Teacher qualifications: Local leaders say that the responsibility of setting and achieving VPI teacher qualifications is challenging. VPI guidelines do not specify education and licensure requirements, though school division administrators may strive to hire certified teachers with Bachelor’s degrees to lead VPI classrooms. However, when partnering with private child care programs to deliver VPI services, community leaders recognize that there are differences in the education, training, and licensure systems for practitioners in the formal public education system compared with the private child care industry.

Local school divisions are allowed flexibility in determining risk criteria for eligibility for VPI services.
In the early childhood field there is a national debate about the extent to which requirements for a bachelor’s degree for preschool teachers can predict improved learning and academic skills for young children, and concern that typical teacher preparation programs lack focus on age-appropriate teaching strategies.

Over the course of the last decade, researchers have sought to identify the qualifications that lead to effective teaching in preschool settings. Years of research that linked higher levels of education to better quality fueled significant movement toward requiring bachelor’s degrees for preschool teachers. However, more recent research did not show a direct connection between education level and improved outcomes.

There are many theories as to why this may occur, including concerns that coursework and requirements for some degrees or school licensure may not be specific to the developmental needs of preschool children. Another critical issue is preparing teachers for the children they will encounter; for example, demographics among the at-risk child population may include more dual language learners than in the past.

Steve Barnett, director of the National Institute for Early Education Research (NIEER), continues to promote bachelor-degreed lead teachers as one of 10 quality standards that state preschool programs should strive to reach. In an article in the 2012 Handbook of Early Childhood Education edited by Robert C. Pianta, W. Steven Barnett, Laura M. Justice and Susan M. Sheridan, Barnett asserts that “while findings may not be conclusive, a considerable body of research indicates that children whose lead teachers have a bachelor’s degree and specialization in preK education have better academic outcomes.” (Barnett, 2003; Burchinal, Cryer, Clifford, & Howes, 2002.)

NIEER’s State of Preschool Yearbook for 2012 indicates that only 58 percent of programs nationally require that all lead teachers have a bachelor’s degree and that “low qualifications requirements typically are linked to low salaries and inadequate funding.” (Barnett, S., Carolan, M., Fitzergald, J. & Squires, J., The State of Preschool 2012. National Institute of Early Education Research.)

National experts are calling for more focus on content and quality of teacher preparation programs, ongoing on-the-job support and learning for teachers once in the classroom, and quality of the work environment and compensation to promote teacher well-being. Dr. Robert Pianta, Dean of the Curry School of Education at the University of Virginia and Founding Director, Center for Advanced Study of Teaching and Learning, has been at the forefront of this issue. His research has focused on the importance of improving and tracking teacher-child interactions to promote child outcomes.

As we thoughtfully consider and address this issue in Virginia, NIEER reports that the majority of states with mixed delivery preschool systems have different requirements for public school teachers and for private care providers. The difference reflects acknowledgement of the complex dynamics of merging public school culture with private child care market forces. In Virginia, the Star Quality rating system has been developed with an eye to assessing quality in diverse classrooms and mitigating the differentiated requirements while still ensuring quality.

For more information on this issue, see:

Because the Virginia Preschool Initiative was designed to support very young children at risk of school failure, teachers in these programs need training and experience that prepare them for working with at-risk preschoolers.

There are intentional strategies available for bridging the differences among program types to ensure the full array of partners needed to serve communities’ young children. Collaborating leaders in communities dedicated to including high quality private child care in VPI service delivery may wish to consider these strategies:

- Utilize the Virginia Star Quality Initiative to identify early learning programs that are focused on continuous quality improvement, especially those whose star ratings reflect effective teacher-child interactions and focused achievement in training and education of teachers. These star-rated programs may be readily considered by school system leaders as viable partners for VPI delivery.
- Ensure that the child care program’s director has a degree, credential, or relevant professional development achievement. A director’s commitment to focused professional development and specialized training for all staff builds confidence in the program’s level of quality, and enhances the educational leadership in these settings.

In the meantime, Virginia’s leaders have the opportunity for strategic understanding of professional competencies that best support school readiness in young children, including:

- thoughtful discussion that builds on the latest research and national conversation about the qualifications and specialized training that best contributes to effective teaching,
- development and/or utilization of standardized, carefully-constructed training modules that support practitioners’ knowledge and skill development in the specific aspects of effective teaching and learning for preschool-aged children, and
- a system of certification or designation for achievement in education/training that accommodates preschool practitioners in both the child care community and the school system.

Ultimately, leaders must agree on the goal of increasing access to preschool options for young children, and work together to ensure that services are provided by adults with the specialized training needed to support at-risk children’s learning and development.
How many hours a day and days per year to operate. The language adopted by the General Assembly in the Appropriation Act defines half-day programs as those providing a minimum of three hours of classroom instructional time per day and full-day programs for a minimum of five and one-half instructional hours, excluding breaks for lunch or recess. VPI preschool programs are expected to operate for a school year – 180 days. However, some localities report that a local needs assessment revealed a high number of at-risk children with working parents who need full-day, full-year care. Communities should consider whether blending funds to offer preschool in private provider settings can help them to create a model that addresses both the child’s need for high quality preschool and the family need for child care. In addition, there is some evidence that more extensive exposure to preschool programs – full day services - can strengthen the benefits for children. A rigorous random-assignment study conducted by the National Institute of Early Education Research found that low-income children who attended preschool programs of similar quality for 8 hours a day and 45 weeks a year made greater gains in measures of their math, literacy, and vocabulary skills than a comparison group of children who attended 2.5 to 3 hour a day programs for 41 weeks.30

Determine which local stakeholders currently have the expertise, capacity, and/or space to provide required program components of VPI. Required VPI components include high quality early education, partnerships with parents, health screening and services, social services, and transportation. Public school divisions and federal Head Start programs have requirements they must follow when they spend their funds providing one of these services, even if other funds are being used to pay for the child’s enrollment as well. Issues to discuss include:

Experience with preschool education: School division leaders may turn to established community based organizations as experts to ensure comprehensive preschool services. For example, when the City of Alexandria first assumed responsibility for VPI, they contracted with The Campagna Center – a long established agency that operates Head Start – to operate a preschool classroom (See profile on page 25). In Augusta County, the schools had operated a small number of preschool programs and have been able to braid VPI with Head Start resources to expand to all elementary schools in the division.

Partnerships with parents, health, and social services: Several local partnerships model comprehensive services on the extensive federal Head Start Performance Standards that are specifically designed to service poor children and families. When federal Head Start dollars are part of the preschool partnership, they bring along access to federal guidance and practices for ensuring adherence to the standards.

Transportation: Transportation is a required component of VPI; however, some local leaders expressed concerns that the existing public school transportation fleet is not equipped to serve four-year-olds. Federal Head Start programs are not required to provide transportation, but if they do must follow regulations for appropriate child safety restraint systems and hire monitors to ride on the bus and escort children safely on and off to an approved parent or other caretaker.31
Consider models that deliver high quality preschool with community child care partners that can also meet families’ needs for full-day, full-year care. Some communities have found that a high proportion of at-risk preschool age children are in families that need safe, high quality care for their children beyond the typical schedule for preschool programs. Parents may also prefer trusted community providers to care for their children, and may be nervous about sending their very young children to elementary school campuses. In these cases, the community collaborative may choose to offer some of their VPI slots in private settings. Findings from the Preschool Pilot study showed that collaboration with private child care providers can promote an intentional focus on teaching quality in these settings, including use of curriculum aligned with Foundation Blocks and assessment to improve practices with children.

Some communities have found that a high proportion of at-risk preschool age children are in families that need safe, high quality care for their children beyond the typical schedule for preschool programs.

Child care centers: In the City of Alexandria the public schools have partnerships with four private child care providers. The private centers are all accredited by the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) and have three or more stars in Virginia’s Star Quality Initiative, a quality rating and improvement system that assesses and improves the quality of early care and education settings. Participating in Star Quality gives providers access to quality enhancement resources and mentoring that benefits VPI children. Through innovative funding strategies, the private centers offer full work day services if needed by families.

Integrate with existing early childhood systems to enhance VPI delivery. To collaborate with non-public school settings for delivery of early childhood services, it will be important to assure and maintain quality standards in participating settings. Across the state, Smart Beginnings initiatives have supported the implementation of the Virginia Star Quality Initiative as a rating system for early care and education settings. Participating collaborations also brought resources to screen children for development delays and help families access therapeutic services that allowed some preschoolers to remain in the child care setting despite some challenging behaviors.

VPI Funding: FAQs

How are grants distributed?
To localities based on an allocation formula that estimates the number of at-risk four-year-olds not served by Head Start.

How is the number of at-risk four year olds calculated?
The percentage of children eligible for Free Lunch (less than 130 percent of FPL) out of the total projected kindergarten enrollment for the coming year minus the number of four-year-olds served in Head Start in that area for the current year.

What figure is used to estimate the cost per child for VPI?
$6,000 for a full school day (total state and local share per child)

How is local match calculated?
A composite index that estimates local ability to pay is applied to the $6,000 amount. The maximum local match is capped at $3,000 per child.

What may be used for local match?
75% cash – local dollars used for an existing or new program that meets or will meet VPI standards.

May VPI be used to renovate a preschool classroom?
No, VPI may not be used for capital outlays but one-time start-up/expansion funds are available for expenses such as professional development, curriculum, or classroom materials.
Programs are evaluated on the quality of services they provide to children and families, using information from observations of their teacher-child interactions and learning environments and about their staff qualifications and ratios. Higher Star Ratings indicate higher levels of quality, and programs are eligible to be re-evaluated every two years, at no cost to the program. Independent VSQI evaluations in the form of Star Ratings could provide valuable information to administrators about all VPI classrooms, regardless of the setting.

Programs that participate in VSQI are engaged in quality improvement and receive individualized coaching, feedback on their classroom interactions, access to mentorship on the principles of interacting with children in ways that support learning and development, and support for professional development. VSQI programs that meet the appropriate qualifications for delivery of VPI would make excellent partners to maximize available public funding and serve children and families who are currently unable to access these resources.

Integration of VPI-funded classrooms or slots into private childcare settings would also benefit the early childhood system as a whole, opening high quality preschool experiences to at-risk children who may not otherwise have access. Another benefit is a reduction in competition between the private and public offerings in the early childhood market. Private child care programs are often dependent on four-year-old enrollment to help support the cost of high ratios required for providing infant care. Should VPI slots expand exclusively in the public-school settings, this is likely to have an effect on private child care providers, who may no longer be able to afford to serve as many infants in their programs, and contributing to the shortage of quality infant care.

**Make the system coherent and accessible for families.** As complicated as collaborative preschool partnerships are for those involved in the planning, they are even more confusing to parents. Local leaders strive to make it easier on parents by relieving them of the details of the funding combinations that go into their child’s preschool to the maximum extent possible.

*Keep children’s eligibility and funding sources behind the scenes.* Augusta County preschool administrators try to keep families and even the teachers unaware of what funding supports which child, and in general all children in a classroom receive early education and comprehensive services according to the highest program standards that apply to any one child in the class.\(^{33}\)

*Develop uniform applications and a coordinated point of entry.* Parents exploring preschool options may be asked to fill out multiple sets of paperwork. By taking questions that are common to all the applications to create a joint application and simplifying the process, local leaders can try to ease the process of establishing eligibility. For example, the Hanover County Preschool Initiative has developed a joint application process for preschool and Head Start. Selection criteria are the same for both with the exception of income.\(^{34}\)

As described above and throughout this guide there are multiple program models for expanding access to high quality preschool and comprehensive services. Appendix Two contains sample Memoranda of Agreement to help describe current partnerships and show how they have clearly stated the roles and responsibilities of each partner in delivering aspects of the VPI program. Local leaders strongly recommend this step to reduce surprises down the road in how the program is actually implemented. As Amy Hatheway of TAP Head Start says, “Every community is unique and the solution will need to be appropriate for that context.”\(^{35}\)
Financing: Models and Strategies

The VPI program is financed by a state-to-local match formula using a composite index that estimates local ability-to-pay. The estimated total cost per child used for state calculations is $6,000 (total state and local share), set in FY 2008-2009 and not increased since then. Localities are expected to appropriate or designate public funding for the local cash match (75 percent). In-kind expenditures may make up the other 25 percent of the match requirement (see VPI Funding FAQs page 17). Localities may not supplant current expenditures. According to the authorizing language in the 2012-2014 Biennial Budget as adopted by the 2013 General Assembly: “Local plans must provide clear methods of service coordination for the purpose of reducing the per child cost for the service, increasing the number of at-risk children served and/or extending services for the entire year.”

Developing these collaborative funding strategies - commonly known as braiding - takes time and dedication. Local planners considering financing strategies for creating or expanding high quality preschool using VPI funds will want to consider the following questions:

What is the true cost of providing high quality preschool that meets VPI requirements and local goals for children and families? The cost of providing high quality preschool will vary by division according to local factors. One such factor is the cost of living, which varies across rural, suburban, and urban areas. If teacher salaries are not adequate it is difficult to attract high quality teachers to a locality. The average salary for preschool teachers in Virginia in 2012 was $31,180 (for child care workers it was $20,620).\(^36\) Research conducted by the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC) in 2007 found that 40 out of 78 divisions surveyed thought the VPI amount at the time - $5,700 – was too low. Most of those who thought the amount was sufficient were in rural areas and most who said insufficient were not in rural areas.\(^37\) Given the difference in reported cost of providing high quality preschool around the state (see Table: What is the True Cost of High Quality Preschool?), it has been suggested that payment levels should vary by county to reflect the true differences in the cost of living and salaries.\(^38\)
What is the True Cost of High Quality Preschool?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$6,000</td>
<td>$7,920</td>
<td>$6,053 - Rural division average $7,058 – Suburban division average $7,883 – Urban division average</td>
<td>$8,296 Center-based $7,447 Family child care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Local leaders interviewed for the case studies included in this guide said that the amount of VPI funding received from the state is insufficient to provide high quality preschool without additional collaboration and innovative funding. As an example, according to Carol Farrell, the cost of care for a preschooler in Alexandria is at least $9,950 per year. Farrell, who is Chief of the Early Childhood Division at the Department of Community and Human Services for the City of Alexandria, coordinated VPI until operation of the program transitioned to the school system two years ago. With $3,000 in funding from the state for VPI services per child, Farrell found that the City therefore needed to identify nearly $7,000 from other sources to serve each child (see profile, page 25).

What are the pros and cons of using specific funding sources to pay for VPI? It is important to match the funding source to its allowable uses and understand what kind of monitoring and reporting are required of programs using those funds. While at one time the concept of “wrapping around” meant layering funding to pay for different portions of a child’s day (often meaning the quality of care or education of the teachers varied according to which funding source was used) today’s collaborations are thinking about how different funding sources can be blended/braided to create a holistic program in which all children receive the best quality of care all day. However, that means the full program will likely need to follow the most stringent standards and rules attached to various funding streams. The following table describes some of the key considerations for some common funding sources.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funding Source</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Child Care Assistance</td>
<td>To pay for child care so that parents can work or participate in education or training.</td>
<td>Gaps in eligibility: In Virginia, families must re-establish their eligibility after 12 months, and report changes during that time that may result in subsidy loss. Federal guidance has clarified that states may set subsidy eligibility and re-determination policies to encourage longer duration of care for children within certain parameters, including partnerships with Head Start and state preschool.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administered by County/City Departments of Social Services</td>
<td>Eligibility: Parents must meet income and work/education/training requirements to sustain eligibility. Families in protective care must meet income eligibility requirement. Those participating in TANF work activities and the Virginia Initiative for Employment not Welfare (VIEW) are categorically eligible. In most Virginia counties, income must be between 150–250% FPL for the size of the family. Many counties maintain waiting lists.</td>
<td>Fees: A copayment is required unless the families are categorically eligible or are receiving subsidy as part of the Head Start wraparound program. Low rates: Licensed providers receive a payment rate for preschool children set at the 39th percentile of the latest child care market rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Head Start</td>
<td>To provide early education and comprehensive services to enrolled children and their families, which include health, nutrition, social, and other services determined to be necessary by family needs assessments.</td>
<td>Continuity of eligibility: Once a child is found eligible they may remain in the program until school age regardless of changes in family income and work status. Comprehensive Program Performance Standards: A Head Start dollar in a classroom triggers all the federally set requirements for education and comprehensive services. No fees allowed: Head Start families may not be charged a fee for core services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administered by federal Head Start grantees</td>
<td>Eligibility: Children living in poverty, with provisions to extend eligibility to 130 percent of poverty for up to 35% of children served if they can show those under FPL are fully served. Children who are homeless, who receive TANF, or who have a disability also qualify. Many grantees maintain waiting lists.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding Source</td>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act</strong>&lt;br&gt;Administered by the State Education Agency (SEA)</td>
<td>To ensure that all children have a fair, equal, and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education. <em>Eligibility:</em> Any Title I LEA or school may use the funds to operate, in whole or in part, a preschool program to improve cognitive, health, and social-emotional outcomes for eligible children below the grade at which an LEA provides a free public elementary education. Schools with 40% or more low-income children may operate a school-wide program and don’t have to verify individual child eligibility. Otherwise schools must develop policies and procedures identifying preschool children most at risk to participate. Any child who participated in Head Start or another Title I preschool in the past two years is categorically eligible.</td>
<td>Funds may be used in non-school programs: According to federal guidance, an LEA or school may use Title I funds to complement or extend Head Start programs, Child Care, State-funded preschool programs, or other community-based early learning programs for at-risk children. For example, funds may be used to pay for professional development for preschool teachers including those in early childhood programs serving children who will later attend an elementary school receiving Title I. Support for Broad Transition Planning: A school-wide program school must assist preschool children in the transition from early learning programs, such as Title I preschool programs, Head Start, IDEA programs, Child Care, State-funded preschool programs, and other preschool programs, to elementary school programs and must include in its comprehensive school-wide plan a description of how it will assist preschool children in this transition (ESEA section 1114(b)(1)(G); 34 C.F.R. § 200.28(e)). Funds may be used for minor facility improvements, comprehensive services, parental engagement, and other services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Education funding from Part B, Section 619 of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act</strong>&lt;br&gt;Administered by the State Education Agency (SEA)</td>
<td>To provide grants to states to make special education and related services available to children with disabilities, ages 3 through 5 and, at a state’s discretion, to 2-year-olds with disabilities who will turn 3 during the school year. States turn the bulk of the funding over to LEAs. Permitted expenditures include the salaries of special education teachers and costs associated with related services, including, but not limited to, speech-language pathology services, physical and occupational therapy, psychological services, parent counseling and training, and social work services in schools.</td>
<td>Flexible use of funding in diverse early childhood settings: Funds may be used for the costs of special education and related services, and supplementary aids and services, provided in a regular class or other education-related setting to a child with a disability in accordance with the IEP of the child, even if one or more nondisabled children benefit from these services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VPI</strong>&lt;br&gt;Administered by the State Education Agency (SEA)</td>
<td>To provide high quality preschool to at-risk four-year-olds not currently served by Head Start.</td>
<td>Provides programs for at-risk four-year-old children, include high quality preschool education, health services, social services, parental involvement, and transportation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participation in high quality preschool can benefit children, families, schools, and communities across the Commonwealth of Virginia. Unfortunately, almost a third of children eligible for VPI are currently unable to participate. In surveys, localities report that difficulty or inability to meet the required local match; insufficient space in school facilities; and small numbers of eligible children have prevented them from drawing down some or all of the funds appropriated by the legislature. Interviewees identified additional issues they needed to overcome. The following are some strategies that might address the common barriers localities may face:

**Securing Local Match:**
Local match dollars can be raised through private donations to the county or city government and then appropriated as match for VPI. Another approach is to examine how locally appropriated dollars for a service that would benefit VPI children could be used. For example, Alexandria counts local funding for support services such as family support workers (social workers) on site at participating centers and has counted Al’s Pals training for VPI preschool teachers regarding social-emotional development of young children toward local match requirements.

**Identifying Additional Space:** Even if public schools lack the space, existing centers and Head Start providers may be able to serve at risk four year olds or have empty spots in their programs that VPI funding could be used to purchase. Depending on the number of children to be served, VPI funds could be used to establish a whole classroom or a smaller number of spots within an existing classroom. Multiple funding sources may be needed to ensure that the services meet or exceed VPI standards.

**Finding High Quality Child Care Providers with which to Partner:** In order to consider partnering with child care providers to serve children though VPI, it is essential that providers meet VPI requirements. Several initiatives in the state provide information on quality indicators that can be used to help make these decisions. National data indicate that 12 percent of child care centers are NAEYC accredited in Virginia. The *Virginia Star Quality Initiative (VSQI)* has rated over 370 programs across the state, including 112 with four or five stars. Currently, Star Ratings give information about a program’s teacher qualifications and ratios, as well as ratings of the quality of teacher-child interactions and learning environment. Programs recognized by VSQI with a rating have access to mentorship, professional development, and other quality improvement activities, and are eligible to be re-evaluated every two years to assess program improvement.

**Supporting Professional Development:** Virginia’s leaders have the opportunity to thoughtfully consider and support professional competencies that best promote school readiness in young children, building on the latest research about qualifications that contribute to
effective teaching. Ultimately, leaders must agree on the goal of increasing access to preschool options for young children, and work together to ensure that services are provided by adults with the specialized training needed to support at-risk children’s learning and development.

The case studies in this guide and the VPI Preschool Pilot evaluation are provided as examples of communities that have deployed innovative strategies by using braided funding and/or mixed delivery systems to leverage state and community resources and overcome common challenges. Children, families, schools, and the Commonwealth will benefit when leaders come together at the community and state levels to ensure that all children at-risk of school failure have the opportunity to participate in high quality preschool.

**Considering Policy Change:** VPI is a proven program improving outcomes for at-risk children. For years running, more resources have been allocated than are utilized because of barriers at the local level. Many communities and school divisions would benefit from refined legislative and state agency policies that achieve a balance between maintaining program excellence and easing access for children in communities across the Commonwealth.

“Children, families, schools, and the Commonwealth will benefit when leaders come together at the community and state levels to ensure that all children at-risk of school failure have the opportunity to participate in high quality preschool.”
Alexandria City Public Schools - VPI in Elementary Schools and Child Care Centers

Alexandria City Public School (ACPS) has offered VPI through VPI through classrooms in four elementary schools and through partnerships with four private child care providers. The private centers that have participated are accredited by the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) and have three or more stars in Virginia's Star Quality rating system. Full school day and school year services are provided through VPI in all settings, with private centers providing full work day and full year services as needed by families.

**Community Context:** Alexandria is a densely populated area with an economically and culturally diverse population and many private child care providers. When state VPI funding first became available, the Alexandria City Public Schools managed the program but it was soon transferred to the Department of Community and Human Services, which manages several children's services including the Child Day Care Fee System, the implementation of a local family child care ordinance, Part C and the Preschool Prevention Project which provides mental health early intervention and short-term treatment services. ACPS operated one VPI classroom during the first years of the program but was transferred to the Alexandria Head Start program when responsibility for VPI was transferred to the City. Private centers were interested in partnering with the city to deliver VPI, and they worked with City staff and the school system to braid a number of funding streams into a system of child care services. The current Superintendent of ACPS was interested in operating school-based preschool classrooms at elementary schools, which led to the current mix of classroom settings in both schools and private programs. The partnership with the division has lead to an additional 11 classrooms or 176 students being added to VPI by fall of 2013.

**Financing:** For the partnership with child care centers, core funding comes from federal and state child care assistance dollars and a local scholarship fund. Families must qualify under state rules for the federally funded program. The City of Alexandria taps the local Alexandria Fund for Human Services to pay for key VPI components and to count toward the local match requirement. Expenditures include: support for five social workers on site at VPI participating private child care centers and expansion of quality preschool services to meet full work-day needs of parents. The local Scholarship for 4s also provides scholarships for children on the child care assistance waiting list who are four years old and qualify for VPI so that the program can draw down VPI dollars. In addition, other local funds and foundations dollars pay for ancillary services integrated into VPI, such as family support workers (social workers) on site, early childhood training for center staff, and Al’s Pals (www.wingspanworks.com/educational_programs/) training and materials to assist early childhood teachers and staff foster social-emotional development and healthy decision-making among young children and their parents. VPI classrooms hosted within the division have access to the full range of school services including social workers, psychologists, counselors, and nurses.

**Challenges/Solutions:** A major challenge is meeting the state Department of Education’s preference that teachers have a state teacher license. Private programs have staff who meet these qualifications and who provide support and management for the teachers in the classroom, but it is very difficult to find qualified staff at the salary and benefits level provided by private centers. Local leaders believe they are providing high quality preschool because all programs meet the standards of NAEYC and have at least a three star quality rating.

Presenting a coherent method of intake to families is a challenge with a mixed funding and delivery system. Schools are used to serving children within a certain geographical area. Head Start regions may cover multiple parts of a region based on the location of low income populations, and child care programs normally don't have any geographical limitation. Federal rules governing the Child Care and Development Block Grant (CCDBG) require that families qualifying for the Child Day Care Fee program have choices in where their children attend. Intake for the school-based VPI classrooms occurs through The Campagna Center which screens children for both Head Start and the school system’s VPI program, each of which has their own income eligibility requirements. The Department of Human Services, Early Childhood Division provides a central point of entry, including a web site (www.alexandriava.gov/childcare) with information for parents regarding what to look for in their search for child care, links to state licensing sites and other resources and a list of locally permitted family child care providers.

**Advice for Other VPI Implementers:** Value the partnership between the community and schools and build VPI plans that protect and nourish them. Invite everyone to the table in your community to plan. Consider the impact that competition between private and school based programs for four year olds has on the budgets and sustainability of private programs. At the same time, consider state law that requires funding provided through VDOE to pay salaries only for licensed teachers. The number of licensed teachers is a data point required in state reporting to receive funds.
In Augusta County, the school district and partners have braided VPI funds with several other sources to deliver high quality, inclusive preschool in every elementary school in the district. By networking school-based preschool with the federal Head Start program, the area offers a single point of entry and a combined single application (www.augusta.k12.va.us/site/Default.aspx?PageID=146). The local administrator, Andrea Riegel, says their model allows children to attend preschool in their home school, parents to begin to form relationships with the public school system before kindergarten, and comprehensive services to be delivered to all enrolled children. Children with identified disabilities are enrolled with their peers. All staff participates in similar professional development, regardless of funding stream. All classrooms follow the school calendar. In Augusta County, children who complete preschool consistently outscore children without any preschool experiences on measures of literacy upon kindergarten entry.

**Community Context:** Augusta County is the second largest county in Virginia. The child population is spread out over the rural area that is closer to West Virginia than Richmond. Prior to braiding funds, the school district operated twelve separate preschool classrooms; four were considered Head Start and six were considered Early Childhood Special Education and two were VPI. The overarching goals for initial planning for Augusta County Preschool were to blend classroom funding, combine high quality programming for children with special needs and typically developing peers, take away specific labels determined by funding streams, and provide comprehensive services for children and families.

**Financing:** Funding comes from multiple sources: a federal Head Start grant, federal funding for special education (Part B – Individuals with Disabilities Education Act), Virginia Preschool Initiative and local funds. The administrator works hard to ensure that children, families, and teachers do not identify individual children with specific funding streams. Planning for financing preschool services includes these steps:

- Determine the cost of personnel (lead teachers, assistants, and family support workers) needed for the program.
- Then determine which funding source pays for which personnel.
- Administratively determine the number of slots that are assigned to each funding source.
- Assume 18 children for each classroom.
- Determine a plan to pay for program expenses that addresses all needs.
- Require all classrooms to meet the highest program standards among the different funding sources. For example, classes may not have more than 18 children to meet VPI regulations even though federal Head Start allows classes of 20 children.

**Challenges/Solutions:** Early on, a key challenge was bringing preschool age children into elementary schools. The needs of four year old children differ from those of older students; for example, transportation needs for young children may involve car seats, riding buddies, or alternatives to the bus. School and administrative staff must develop an understanding of the range of development for preschool age children and related needs. Professional development to address best practice is vitally important and should be provided for principals, administrators, teachers and support staff to build this understanding. Recognizing and managing young children’s behavioral needs can be another challenge, with different “rules” than those applied for older students. A team approach has allowed Augusta County to include all parties including parents in order to develop a positive plan for a high quality preschool program and to access all resources.

**Advice for Other VPI Implementers:** Conversations always need to center on what is best for children and families. Build relationships with partners and communicate, communicate, communicate on an ongoing basis. Make sure you are all fully aware of what is and isn’t required by rules and regulations; sometimes misconceptions lead to unnecessary challenges. For example, local leaders believed that Head Start performance standards meant that a home visit had to be conducted prior to the start of the school year, but in actuality, regulations simply state that at least two home visits must be conducted per school year.
Case Study Three

Fairfax County - VPI Delivered Through Schools and Centers

In Fairfax County, VPI high quality preschool services are available in over 60 Fairfax County public schools and in 27 community-based programs. Fairfax County Public Schools administer the school-based programs and the Office for Children (OFC) administers the community-based programs. Currently, 1,119 children are enrolled in VPI throughout the county, 889 in Fairfax County public schools and 230 in community-based programs. VPI funds to support quality programming are braided with Child Care Development Fund, Title 1, and local funds.

Community Context: Fairfax County is a highly populated area with many private and for-profit early care and education programs. Children and families represent numerous cultural and linguistic backgrounds. When VPI funding first became available, local leaders wanted to integrate the dollars into existing child care programs and improve quality and access for preschool age children. OFC is also in the position of being both a local administrator of VPI funds and the county administrator for child care subsidy (and is also a federal Early Head Start and Head Start grantee). This allows OFC to coordinate policies across systems and facilitates communication between VPI and child care subsidy program managers. There is also a rich history of collaboration across early learning and development programs in the county.

Financing: Local match for VPI is funded by the county and the public schools. State child care subsidy dollars pay for child care in the community-based programs, following state and county rules for provider payment levels, data reporting, and other policies. VPI funds are used to pay for qualified specialists with masters and bachelor degrees who provide monitoring of VPI standards, support for quality improvement, and professional development opportunities for the VPI programs. Many VPI school- and community-based programs participate in the Virginia Star Quality Rating System. Funds are allocated carefully to ensure adherence to federal and state requirements for use of funds.

Challenges/Solutions: The expense of living and working in Fairfax County is much higher than most areas of Virginia, making the cost per child of high quality preschool reach as high at $16,000 rather than the $6,000 budgeted by the state legislature for a VPI slot. Drawing on multiple funding sources per child/program allows the OFC to offer many VPI slots, but local leaders would like to reach more children. According to Department of Education figures, the County was unable to draw down VPI funding that would have served 940 children in FY 2012.

Using child care subsidy dollars as the base funding for the VPI model in community-based programs is necessary to meet the real cost per child, but it brings challenges. Funding gaps occur when families lose eligibility for state child care subsidy (due to changes in income or work/education/training status). The OFC currently has a waiting list for child care subsidy as the funding available from the federal and state government for the Child Care and Development Block Grant does not meet demand.
Total Action for Progress Head Start and VPI Partnerships
www.tapintohope.org/programs/HeadStartProgram.html

There are four different models of partnership between Total Action for Progress (TAP) Head Start and VPI programs across rural, suburban, and small city areas in western Virginia. TAP Head Start covers a wide swath of area and partners with Roanoke City Public Schools, Roanoke County, Covington City Public Schools, and Rockbridge County to bring comprehensive health, nutrition, and family supports services to children who are Head Start and VPI eligible in different arrangements. Amy Hatheway, Co-Vice President for Planning and Development at TAP, says the models require TAP to employ dedicated staff people who manage the education and comprehensive services components for the different communities. Models include:

- TAP purchases Head Start slots for eligible children in the Rockbridge County VPI classroom. Purchasing those slots brought up the numbers of children to make it financially feasible to operate VPI in that county.
- Children are dually enrolled in Head Start and VPI and served in classrooms operated by Roanoke County and City schools. TAP funding provides the comprehensive services to eligible Head Start children. Prior to VPI, TAP was not able to serve as many Head Start children in Roanoke County as were eligible because it was too expensive for TAP to operate enough full centers there. The partnership with the City has enabled more children to be served.
- Covington City Public Schools are able to operate a birth to 8th grade school by creatively braiding federal Early Head Start (for children birth to three), Head Start, VPI and local funds. The school system had space available to use for younger children, but had never done so before. Federal Early Head Start funding combined with local dollars pay for services and teachers respectively. TAP operates a federally funded Head Start program for three-year-olds and the school system gives the space and overhead costs as in-kind donations. VPI plus local dollars pay for the four-year-old classroom.

Community Context: When VPI funding became available, local planners had to consider how best to leverage existing locations of care for eligible children across this widespread and diverse area without forcing families to travel great distances for preschool. TAP Head Start wanted to partner so that Head Start-eligible children could receive high-quality early childhood education that was most affordable to Head Start. Also, VPI programs would not have to recreate the capacity to support families with comprehensive health, nutrition, and family services that the agency had expertise in delivering as part of the federal Head Start model for almost 50 years. “We needed to figure out how to meet the needs of children where they are,” says Ms. Hatheway.

Financing: In each of the communities, TAP and partners had to sit down and figure out which agencies and funding sources were best situated to be responsible for the necessary components of the VPI program specific to that community. The local match for VPI is provided by the local school systems. The core program costs of teacher salary and classroom are provided by the school system in Roanoke County and City, although TAP covers expenditures that are required in the federal Head Start model (e.g. family dining supplies and toothbrushes). In each model, the TAP funding is used to pay for comprehensive service delivery and support and monitor the participating classrooms are meeting federal Head Start education and program performance standards.

Challenges/Solutions: Building the various models of partnership took time and effort to build relationships and understanding of how VPI and Head Start programs were similar or different. Oftentimes perceived differences at the start of the process put up roadblocks that could only be overcome through ongoing communication and a focus on the end goals of meeting the needs of children and families.

Advice for Other VPI Implementers: Take the time to get stakeholders on board from the teachers and direct line staff to the school superintendent levels. Make sure you have people at the table who know their program requirements and are able to think creatively about what their funding sources allow and don’t allow. Different program models will work better depending on the local context, available resources, and partners. Continuous intentional monitoring and conversation are necessary to maintain fidelity to your model and keep partnerships healthy in the long run.
APPENDIX ONE: A Tool for Community Discussion

Smart Beginnings leaders may serve as conveners and facilitators to bring relevant stakeholders (see list page 12) together. The following are steps to consider when convening diverse constituencies to discuss the development or expansion of VPI and preschool partnerships.

1. Establish shared principles and goals for what stakeholders want for preschoolers and families in your community.
2. Gather data on your community, for example:
   a. demographics, needs, services, and service gaps for at-risk four-year-olds and their families.
   b. where at risk preschool children live in the community and where existing programs and services are located.
   c. Family beliefs, expectations, and needs for preschool and child care services through focus groups or surveys.
3. Exploring the data among partners, determine your local definition of “at-risk,” discerning the risk criteria list for eligibility for enrollment in VPI, based on the information gathered in step 3 above.
4. Share basic information about the programs that stakeholders represent, including eligibility requirements, program and practitioner standards, required components, and areas of flexibility under rules and regulations. Acknowledge the value and strengths that each program type brings to the table.
5. Identify relevant funding streams that are currently available and/or being used in the community and potential opportunities to draw down new or additional funding and/or to more effectively braid existing funds to finance the required components of VPI.
6. Develop a plan for ensuring greater access to high quality preschool for your communities’ unserved at-risk children. Consider questions such as:
   a. How will families learn about preschool programs in the community? What will they be called?
   b. How will families enter preschool programs and establish eligibility? Who will determine eligibility, and how can that process be made easy for families? Are there ways to streamline intake and eligibility processes across programs? Is a single-point-of-entry process possible among partners at the table?
   c. Where will preschool services be located? Are there existing child care programs that can serve as partners in VPI delivery? Who will hire and pay teachers? How can you work together to support the highest level of competency for adults in early learning settings?
   d. How will the various screening, health, and social service components be delivered, including family support workers? What partner organizations may be a part of these components? What funding sources can be tapped to pay for the various components?
   e. What program standards will govern delivery of services and how will quality and fidelity to standards be monitored and measured?
   f. What facilitates smooth transitions from preschool to kindergarten?
Following are practical examples from local communities. The first set contains examples of contracts and/or memoranda of agreement for delivery of VPI services between school divisions and Head Start programs as well as between school divisions and child care programs. The second set provides examples of risk criteria that localities have determined to assist with enrolling four-year-olds in VPI programs.

Agreements for VPI Services:

Alexandria City Public Schools and Child Care Center Contract for VPI Services
www.smartbeginnings.org/Portals/5/PDFs/Alexandria_City_Public_Schools_and_Child_Care_Center_Contract_for_VPI_Services.pdf

Fairfax County and Child Care Center Contract for VPI Services
www.smartbeginnings.org/Portals/5/PDFs/Fairfax_County_and_Child_Care_Center_Contract_for_VPI_Services.pdf

LEA and HS Agreement for VPI Services
www.smartbeginnings.org/Portals/5/PDFs/LEA_and_HS_Agreement_for_VPI_Services.pdf

Henrico County Public Schools and Head Start Contract for VPI Services
www.smartbeginnings.org/Portals/5/PDFs/Henrico_County_Public_Schools_and_Head_Start_Contract_for_VPI_Services.pdf

VPI Risk Criteria List Examples:

Augusta County Public Schools Risk List
www.smartbeginnings.org/Portals/5/PDFs/VPI_Risk_Criteria_Augusta_County_Public_Schools.pdf

Bath County Public Schools Risk List
www.smartbeginnings.org/Portals/5/PDFs/VPI_Risk_Criteria_Bath_County_Public_Schools.pdf

Chesapeake Risk List
www.smartbeginnings.org/Portals/5/PDFs/Chesapeake_VPI_Risk_Criteria.pdf

Hampton Risk List
www.smartbeginnings.org/Portals/5/PDFs/Hampton_VPI_Risk_Criteria.pdf

Henrico County Public Schools Risk List
www.smartbeginnings.org/Portals/5/PDFs/Henrico_County_VPI_Risk_Criteria.pdf
Virginia Department of Education

Virginia Preschool Initiative web page - www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/early_childhood/


Information on Teacher Licensure - www.doe.virginia.gov/teaching/licensure/

Phonological Awareness Literacy Screening - pals.virginia.edu/

Virginia Department of Social Services

Information about child care requirements in Virginia - www.dss.virginia.gov/family/cc/


Application for Child Care Provider Scholarship Program - https://epm.virginiainteractive.org/scholarship/login.aspx


Other Relevant Virginia Initiatives

Smart Beginnings – www.smartbeginnings.org

Virginia’s Star Quality Initiative - www.smartbeginnings.org/home/star-quality-initiative/about-star-quality.aspx

Child Care Aware of Virginia – child care resource and referral network - va.childcareaware.org/

Virginia Small Business Child Care Financing Program - www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoenWHzCQwo&feature=youtu.be

Research on VPI


Final Evaluation of Pre-K Pilot Initiative Submitted by Virginia Tech - leg2.state.va.us/dls/h&sdocs.nsf/By+Year/RD2422008/$file/RD242.pdf


Increasing Take Up of the Virginia Preschool Initiative by Latham, the Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy, UVA - www.vecf.org/Portals/5/PDFs/Increasing_Take_Up_of_the_Virginia_Preschool_Initiative.pdf
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